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Blue line is an ELITE Impulse 34™ .
Red line  is a typical competitor.

Later to peak 
7.5" vs. 4.5"

Distance (inches)
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Far less time
at peak weight 
2" vs. 13.5"

Huge dwell zone 
1 1/4" vs. 3/4" 

Less holding 
weight 
6.6 lbs 

vs. 
14.5lbs 
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 LESS HOLDING WEIGHT 
High let-off means extreme comfort at full draw.  It means a 
steadier aim. It means being able to hold longer, without letting down. 

 HUGE “DWELL ZONE”    
ELITE bows also feature a huge “dwell zone” (the amount of creep allowed 
before the bow wants to jump out of your hand). This allows you to hold longer and 
focus on aiming without fighting a jumpy cam. 

 “NOTHING TO IT” SHOOTING
Best of all, at release you’ll hardly feel a thing. It’s amazing! But, don’t just take our word 
for it; shoot an ELITE and experience “Nothing To It” shooting for yourself!

A proctor of pulse-raising performance, the 2016 Impulse™ series delivers speed without compromise and 
“Shootability” without sacrifice.  Nearly a decade of product improvements have led to the design of next 
generation Elite bows. The 2016 Impulse combines a smooth-shooting, swift and stable platform into the 
most advanced bow we have ever released.

ENHANCED LIMB POCKET
The new-for-2016 Perfect Alignment Limb System pocket is now standard on all Elite 

Archery bow models. Through a simple yet sophisticated solution, Elite engineers have 
developed a way to increase limb alignment by restraining the limb in place with two tabs that 

directly translate downward limb pressure into balanced horizontal limb alignment.  This system 
helps maintain stack tolerances to provide consistent riser, cam and limb alignment and removes 

accuracy-robbing inconsistencies for more dependable shooting.

1
2

4

5

6 “Nothing to it” shooting

 LATER TO PEAK
As you begin to draw, you’ll notice an ELITE bow eases you up to peak weight. 
Spreading the required effort makes drawing easier, especially in cold weather 
after hours on stand!

 LESS TIME AT PEAK WEIGHT   
ELITE also lets you “off the hook” sooner, which means you spend considerably 
less time at peak weight during the draw cycle.  

 SOLID BACK WALL   
With draw stops both top and bottom that stop on the limb, you get 
consistent draw length and a hard, solid back wall. This means 
enhanced repeatability and consistency. 
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Specifications

Impulse 31

Impulse 34

Specifications

 Shootability Acclerated. The new 2016 Impulse™ is the culmination of nearly a decade of engineering

 at the dealer and your local range. 

 coupled with IBO speeds in excess of 340 fps, the distinguished look and feel the Impulse is sure to turn heads

 A champion at the range and in the field, this bow is one every shooter will find merits within.  Astonishing accuracy

 advancements and is the perfect blend of speed, shootability and stability in one smooth-shooting package.

The 
Impulse 
Series
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Axle-Axle 31" +/- .125" 
Brace 6" +/- .125" 
Weight 4.2 lbs 
String 57" 
Cable 35 7/8"
Centershot 3/4” to 13/16"
Peak WTS 40, 50, 60, 65, 70, 80
Draw 26” - 30” (1/2” increments)

Available in RH and LH

Axle-Axle 34" +/- .125" 
Brace 6" +/- .125" 
Weight 4.4 lbs 
String 60 3/8" 
Cable 38 15/16” 
Centershot 3/4” to 13/16”
Peak WTS 40, 50, 60, 65, 70, 80
Draw 27” - 31” (1/2” increments)

Available in RH and LH
pg 7
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noun,   [im-puhls]noun,   [im-puhls]

™

™

An impelling action or force, driving An impelling action or force, driving 

onward or inducing motiononward or inducing motion

 Shootability Acclerated. The new 2016 Impulse™ is the culmination of nearly a decade of engineering

 at the dealer and your local range. 

 coupled with IBO speeds in excess of 340 fps, the distinguished look and feel the Impulse is sure to turn heads

 A champion at the range and in the field, this bow is one every shooter will find merits within.  Astonishing accuracy

 advancements and is the perfect blend of speed, shootability and stability in one smooth-shooting package.



Vias 
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Axle-Axle 33 1/2" +/- .125" 
Brace 7 3/8" +/- .125" 
Weight 4.4 lbs 
String 57 7/8" 
Cable 37 15/16"
Centershot 3/4” to 13/16"
Peak WTS 50, 60, 65, 70, 80
Draw 27” - 31” (1/2” increments)

Available in RH and LH

Specifications 

The 

Synergy

™

 noun,   [sin-er-jee] noun,   [sin-er-jee]

 The interaction of elements that The interaction of elements that

 effect that is greater than the effect that is greater than the

 when combined produce a total when combined produce a total

 sum of the individual elements,  sum of the individual elements, 

 contributions, etc contributions, etc

 smooth into one Shootable package that everyone continues to love to bring to full draw. 

 The Synergy™ is the bow that defined Shootability and remains the standard by which all other draw cycles are

 beyond parallel limbs and Synergy™ two-track cam system that maximizes the critical combination of speed and

 judged. The Synergy offers incredibly stable geometry that’s perfect for hunting and 3D archery.  Supported by

 ELITE’s exclusive Riser Cage™ design, the Synergy’s backbone provides balanced energy distribution to the bow’s

 The Synergy™ is the bow that defined Shootability and remains the standard by which all other draw cycles are

 judged. The Synergy offers incredibly stable geometry that’s perfect for hunting and 3D archery.  Supported by

 ELITE’s exclusive Riser Cage™ design, the Synergy’s backbone provides balanced energy distribution to the bow’s

 beyond parallel limbs and Synergy™ two-track cam system that maximizes the critical combination of speed and

 smooth into one Shootable package that everyone continues to love to bring to full draw. 



™

™

Specifications

Axle-Axle 31 3/4" +/- .125" 
Brace 7" +/- .125" 
Weight 4.3 lbs 
String 54 3/8" 
Cable 37"
Centershot 3/4” to 13/16"
Peak WTS 40, 50, 60, 65, 70, 80
Draw 26” - 30” (1/2” increments)

Available in RH and LH

The 
ENERGY 

Series

Energy 32

Energy 35

Specifications

Axle-Axle 34 3/4" +/- .125" 
Brace 7" +/- .125" 
Weight 4.5 lbs 
String 57 1/4" 
Cable 39" 3/4” 
Centershot 3/4” to 13/16”
Peak WTS 40, 50, 60, 65, 70, 80
Draw 24.5” - 31” (1/2” increments)

Available in RH and LH
pg 11
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*Deduct 2-3 fps from rating for #60,  300 gr arrow

*Deduct 2-3 fps from rating for #60,  300 gr arrow

noun,   [en-er-jee]noun,   [en-er-jee]

 An adequate or abundant amount of

 power.  An exertion of such power

 An adequate or abundant amount of

 power.  An exertion of such power

As the choice of many of today’s top professional archers and bowhunters alike, the Energy™ series continues to build

 an extraordinary resume of performance thanks to impressive arrow speeds, Elite’s exclusive Riser Cage™, beyond

 parallel limbs and generous 7-inch brace heights.  Energy Series bows deliver rock-solid performance into a forgiving

 and shootable package on the line or in the field. The redesigned limb pocket system of the 2016 Energy Series improves

 stack tolerances to propel bows in performance while delivering a shooting experience second to none.  

As the choice of many of today’s top professional archers and bowhunters alike, the Energy™ series continues to build

 an extraordinary resume of performance thanks to impressive arrow speeds, Elite’s exclusive Riser Cage™, beyond

 parallel limbs and generous 7-inch brace heights.  Energy Series bows deliver rock-solid performance into a forgiving

 and shootable package on the line or in the field. The redesigned limb pocket system of the 2016 Energy Series improves

 stack tolerances to propel bows in performance while delivering a shooting experience second to none.  



When you buy an Elite™ bow, 
it’s already custom-fitted with 
the latest anti-vibration technology

The Riser Cage™ increasess riser 
strength (30%) and stiffness (19%), 
reduces vibration

Patented mudule 
system offers 
quick draw=length 
change, consistant 
efficiency among 
draw lengths.

Two-Track cam system
Elite’s two-track cam configuration provides one 
track for the string and another for both cables.  
Because this structure is inherently narrower, it 
brings the cable load closer to center, reducing the 
opportunity for cam lean.

Linked and Symmetrical cams
The two-track cam system is different because 
the two cams are linked, which contributes to the 
power stroke and results in more available power. 
Symmetrical cam design, where cams are identical 
in shape and weight, means that once tuned, an 
ELITE bow will give you straight and level nock travel.

Two-peice wooden grip
Perhaps the first thing you will 
notice on an ELITE bow, even before 
you get a chance to pull it back, is 
the unique two-peice wooden grip.  
It looks great and feels better.

 Shootability is what separates an ELITE bow from all others. It is the result of constant INNOVATION, exquisite fit and 

 about an ELITE bow that, together, make ELITE the world’s most SHOOTABLE bow!

 finish, proven technology, and components made by recognized LEADERS in their field. Here are 10 things you’ll love

 Shootability is what separates an ELITE bow from all others. It is the result of constant INNOVATION, exquisite fit and 

 about an ELITE bow that, together, make ELITE the world’s most SHOOTABLE bow!

 finish, proven technology, and components made by recognized LEADERS in their field. Here are 10 things you’ll love
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Fit and Finish
ELITE offers never-before-
achieved shootability and 
exceptional performance.  But 
there is more.  You’ll also notice 
a high level of fit and finish.  The 
tolerances are tight.  Everything 
is fully raised.  An ELITE bow is a 
work of art! Three-layered laminated limbs

Thin and/or split limbs are fashionable. The question 
is, are they practical? ELITE uses three-layer lami-
nated limbs that are known to be “bomb-proof.” They 
offer repeatability, consistency and are a big reason 
ELITE can offer the Limited Transferable Warranty.

Adjustable, rubber coated draw stops
The draw stop posts on ELITE’s cam engage the 
compression side of the limbs, ensuring you will 
draw to the same point each and every time. This 
solid back wall breeds consistent shooting and elimi-
nates “over-drawing,” which can be a tendency in the 
heat of the moment and can alter speed and trajec-
tory, a problem especially at longer distances.  

pg 13

Enhanced Limbpockets
The new-for-2016 Perfect 
Alignment Limb System pocket is 
now standard on all Elite Archery 
bow models.  This system helps 
maintain stack tolerances to 
provide consistent riser, cam 
and limb alignment and removes 
accuracy-robbing inconsistencies 
for more dependable shooting.



  noun,   [vik-tah-ree]

 A success or superior position 

 opposition, difficulty, etc.

 achieved against any opponent, 

  noun,   [vik-tah-ree] Specifications

Axle-Axle 39" +/- .125" 
Brace 7" +/- .125" 
Weight 4.5 lbs 
String 63 1/4" 
Cable 44 13/16"
Centershot 3/4” to 13/16"
Peak WTS 40, 50, 60, 65, 70
Draw 26” - 32” (1/2” increments)

Available in RH and LH

The

Victory
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™

*Deduct 2-3 fps from rating for #60,  300 gr arrow

 A success or superior position 

 opposition, difficulty, etc.

 achieved against any opponent, 

 The bow that was designed to dominate did just that! In the hands of today’s top archers, the Elite Victory™ was taken 

 to the top of the podium more times in 2015 than any other bow in Elite history.  The reason for the success?  A

 calculated combination of a long riser with perfect geometry, 7-inch brace height, Victory™ cam system with

 adjustable valley and machined integral target grip makes for a bow that practically shoots itself. Coupled with dual

 straight and 10-degree down stabilizer mounts, two rear mounting positions and reinforced Riser Cage,™ the Victory 

 is a praxis of forgiveness that lets you keep making X-crushing shots even when the pressure is on.  Now available in 

 camo colors for 2016.  

 The bow that was designed to dominate did just that! In the hands of today’s top archers, the Elite Victory™ was taken 

 to the top of the podium more times in 2015 than any other bow in Elite history.  The reason for the success?  A 

 calculated combination of a long riser with perfect geometry, 7-inch brace height, Victory™ cam system with

 adjustable valley and machined integral target grip makes for a bow that practically shoots itself. Coupled with dual

 straight and 10-degree down stabilizer mounts, two rear mounting positions and reinforced Riser Cage,™ the Victory 

 is a praxis of forgiveness that lets you keep making X-crushing shots even when the pressure is on.  Now available in 

 camo colors for 2016.  
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Specifications

Axle-Axle 31 7/8" +/- .125" 
Brace 7" +/- .125" 
Weight 3.9 lbs 
String 51 1/2" 
Cable 36 1/2"
Centershot 3/4” to 13/16"
Peak WTS 30, 40, 45, 50, 60
Draw 24” - 28” (1/2” increments)

Available in RH and LH

The  
Spirit fps (#60  300 gr arrow)

*Deduct 2-3 fps from rating for #50,  250 gr arrow

 Elite’s Spirit™, which has been specifically designed for women, instills ELITE Shootability and performance into

 a smaller framed bow with a lighter weight (less than 4 pounds) and more manageable grip and riser.  The fierce

 Spirit Cam system maximizes dynamic energy and minimizes vibration and shock, while the Riser Cage™ increases

 riser stiffness and rigidity to boost energy transfer and deliver a bow that’s performance-driven and without sacrifice.  

 noun,   [spir-it]

 The vital principle in humans

 moving the body or to 

 encourage energy between

 body and soul

 noun,   [spir-it]

 The vital principle in humans

 moving the body or to 

 encourage energy between

 body and soul

 Elite’s Spirit™, which has been specifically designed for women, instills ELITE Shootability and performance into

 a smaller framed bow with a lighter weight (less than 4 pounds) and more manageable grip and riser.  The fierce

 Spirit Cam system maximizes dynamic energy and minimizes vibration and shock, while the Riser Cage™ increases

 riser stiffness and rigidity to boost energy transfer and deliver a bow that’s performance-driven and without sacrifice.  



• ONLY perfect 500 score ever shot in an IBO tournament.
• HIGHEST score ever shot on the known distance by a pro (136) – 9 out of 10 fourteen rings.
• MOST elevens ever shot in the Pro Class at an IBO tournament (30 out of 40) Nelsonville, OH.
• YOUNGEST Pro ever to win a National 3-D event.
• HIGHEST score ever shot in the Pro class in the history of ASA (462 at Hattiesburg Miss.),   
breaking the old record by 14 points.
• YOUNGEST Pro to ever win Shooter of the Year.
• HIGHEST Pro Score ever shot in the history of IBO (428 Bedford Indiana).
• YOUNGEST Pro ever to win a 3-D World Championship.
• MOST top two finishes in a year by a pro in 3-D history.
• ONLY Pro archer to win IBO and ASA Worlds and “Shooter of the Year” Titles in the same year.

pg 18

11-time World Champion, 48-time National 
Champion,12-time Shooter of the Year, ASA 
Shooter-Of-The Year—9 Years In a Row, IBO
Triple Crown Points Winner—6 Years in a Row, 
4 Triple Crowns, 11 World Records

2014
Bronze Medal — European Archery Festival
Bronze Medal — World Cup – Las Vegas, NV
1st - ASA Pro/Am – Fort Benning
1st - ASA Pro/Am – KY
1st - ASA Pro/Am – IL
3rd - ASA Pro/Am – AL
3rd - ASA Pro/Am – FL
1st - 1st Leg of IBO Triple Crown –Bedford, IN
1st - 3rd Leg of IBO Triple Crown –Marengo, OH
1st - IBO Triple Crown Points Race
1st - ASA Shooter of Year of the Year

2015
2nd - ASA Pro/Am – KY
3rd - ASA Pro/Am – IL
1st - ASA Pro/Am – AL
2nd - ASA Pro/Am – FL
1st - 1st Leg of IBO Triple Crown –Bedford, IN
1st - 2nd Leg of IBO Triple Crown –Fairview, PA
1st - 3rd Leg of IBO Triple Crown –Marengo, OH
1st - ASA Shooter of Year of the Year Race
2nd - NFAA Vegas Shoot
1st - IBO World Championship
1st - ASA Shooter of Year of the Year

When the most successful archer ever takes to the tournament trail, his presence is noticed.  When he takes to the 
field it’s him versus the game.  And, although there will be doubters, and disbelievers, Levi Morgan will be there to 
prove them wrong. Morgan, the winningest shooter on Earth, has set his sights on being the greatest and hasn’t let 
anything stop him from doing just that. Morgan is now aiming to capture the Super Slam of North American Big Game, 
an extreme hunting challenge that has been tried by many, but attained by few. In order to accomplish the coveted 
Super Slam, a hunter must register the legal taking of all 29 recognized species of big game animals native to North 
America. The Super Slam can take upwards of 30 years for the average hunter to complete. With several animals 
already under his belt, Levi is well on his way to achieve what is arguably the most difficult and prestigious milestone 
for any hunter. It will take determination. It will take discipline. It will take persistence. Levi trusts himself, but most 
importantly, he trusts his gear. Levi Morgan trusts Elite.

On his way to obtaining the Super Slam, 
Levi Morgan has already taken the 
following species of big game animals:

Whitetail deer
Mule Deer
Columbia Blacktail Deer
Rocky Mountain Elk
Roosevelt Elk
Quebec Labrador Caribou
American Bison
Muskox
Mountain Lion
Stone Sheep
Canada Moose
Pronghorn Antelope
American Mountain Goat

pg 19
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*Deduct 2 – 3 fps from 
rating for #60 peak weight
with a 300 grain arrow

SY Module 
(#70 350 grain arrow)

#1 – 31"
332 – 335 fps

#2 – 30.5"
327 – 330 fps

#3 – 30"      
323 – 325 fps

#4 – 29.5"   
317 – 320 fps

#5 – 29"      
313 – 315 fps

#6 – 28.5"   
307 – 310 fps

#7 – 28"      
303 – 305 fps

#8 – 27.5"   
297 – 300 fps

#9 – 27"      
293 – 295 fps

Synergy

*Deduct 2 – 3 fps from 
rating for #60 peak weight
with a 300 grain arrow

EN Module 
(#70 350 grain arrow)

#1 – 30"
332 – 335 fps

#2 – 29.5"   
327 – 330 fps

#3 – 29"      
323 – 325 fps

#4 – 28.5"   
317 – 320 fps

#5 – 28"      
313 – 315 fps

#6 – 27.5"   
307 – 310 fps

#7 – 27"      
303 – 305 fps

#8 – 26.5”   
297 – 300 fps

#9 – 26”      
293 – 295 fps

Energy 32

*Deduct 2 – 3 fps from 
rating for #60 peak weight
with a 300 grain arrow

EN Module 
(#70 350 grain arrow)

#1 – 31"
334 – 337 fps

#2 – 30.5"
331 – 333 fps

#3 – 30"      
327 – 330 fps

#4 – 29.5"   
322 – 325 fps

#5 – 29"      
317 – 320 fps

#6 – 28.5"   
312 – 315 fps

#7 – 28"      
307 – 310 fps

#8 – 27.5"   
302 – 305 fps

#9 – 27"      
297 – 300 fps

Energy 35

*Deduct 2 – 3 fps from 
rating for #60 peak weight
with a 300 grain arrow

ENS Module 
(#70 350 grain arrow)

#10 – 26.5"
293 – 297 fps

#11 – 26"
288 – 292 fps

#12 –25.5"      
283 – 287 fps

#13 – 25"   
278 – 282 fps

#14 – 24.5"      
273 – 277 fps

Energy 35
SP Module 
(#60 300 grain arrow)

#1 – 28"
304 – 307 fps

#2 – 27.5"
299 – 302 fps

#3 – 27"      
294 – 297 fps

#4 – 26.5"   
289 – 292 fps

#5 – 26"      
284 – 287 fps

#6 – 25.5"   
279 – 282 fps

#7 – 25"      
274 – 277 fps

#8 – 24.5"   
269 – 272 fps

#9 – 24"      
264 – 267 fps

Spirit

*Deduct 2 – 3 fps from 
rating for #60 peak weight 
with a 300 grain arrow

V Module 
(#70 350 grain arrow)

#1 – 32"
340 – 343 fps

#2 – 31.5"
334 – 337 fps

#3 – 31"      
330 – 333 fps

#4 – 30.5"   
327 – 330 fps

#5 – 30"      
322 – 325 fps

#6 – 29.5"   
317 – 320 fps

#7 – 29"      
312 – 315 fps

#8 – 28.5”      
307 – 310 fps

#9 – 28”      
302 – 305 fps

Victory

*Deduct 2 – 3 fps from 
rating for #60 peak weight
with a 300 grain arrow

VSB Module 
(#70 350 grain arrow)

#1 – 31"
332 – 335 fps

#2 – 30.5"
327 – 330 fps

#3 – 30"      
323 – 325 fps

#4 – 29.5"   
317 – 320 fps

Victory

*Deduct 2 – 3 fps from 
rating for #60 peak weight
with a 300 grain arrow

IM Module 
(#70 350 grain arrow)

#1 – 30"
340 – 343 fps

#2 – 29.5"
335 – 338 fps

#3 – 29"      
330 – 333 fps

#4 – 28.5"   
325 – 328 fps

#5 – 28"      
320 – 323 fps

#6 – 27.5"   
315 – 318 fps

#7 – 27"      
310 – 313 fps

#8 – 26.5"   
305 – 308 fps

#9 – 26"      
300 – 303 fps

Impulse 31

*Deduct 2 – 3 fps from 
rating for #60 peak weight
with a 300 grain arrow

IM Module 
(#70 350 grain arrow)

#1 – 31"
347 – 350 fps

#2 – 30.5"
342 – 345 fps

#3 – 30"      
337 – 340 fps

#4 – 29.5"   
332 – 335 fps

#5 – 29"      
327 – 330 fps

#6 – 28.5"   
322 – 325 fps

#7 – 28"      
317 – 320 fps

#8 – 27.5"   
312 – 315 fps

#9 – 27"      
307 – 310 fps

Impulse 34

Speed Rating

*Deduct 2 – 3 fps from 
rating for #50 peak weight 
with 250 grain arrow
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Red

Green

Blue

Orange

Pink

Purple

Titanium

Color 
Options

2016 COMPARISON 
CHART

* Based on #70 with 30” draw, 350 gr. arrow * *Based on #60 with 28” draw, 300 gr. arrow
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Verde 

Vias 

AXLE TO AXLE

SPEED (FPS)

PEAK WEIGHTS

BRACE HEIGHT

MASS WEIGHT

DRAW LENGTH 
OPTIONS

TM

39” +/- .125

7” +/- .125

4.5 lbs.

325*

40#, 50#, 
60#, 65#, 70#

26”- 32” 
(in ½” increments)

TM

31 ⅞” +/- .125

7” +/- .125

3.9 lbs.

307**

Spirit

30#, 35#, 40#, 
45#, 50#, 55#, 60#

24”- 28” 
(in ½” increments)

TM

34” +/- .125

6” +/- .125

4.4 lbs.

27”- 31” 
(in ½” increments)

340*

40#, 50#, 60#, 
65#, 70#, 80#

Standard in Anodized 
Optional on NinjaNo Option Available

Standard on Anodized 
Optional on Ninja No Option Available

Available in All Color 
Configurations

TM

31 ¾” +/- .125

7” +/- .125

4.3 lbs.

335*

40#, 50#, 60#, 
65#, 70#, 80#

26”- 30” 
(in ½” increments)

TM

34 ¾” +/- .125

7” +/- .125

4.5 lbs.

330*

40#, 50#, 60#, 
65#, 70#, 80#

24.5”- 31” 
(in ½” increments)

TM

31” +/- .125

6” +/- .125

4.2 lbs.

26”- 30” 
(in ½” increments)

343*

40#, 50#, 60#, 
65#, 70#, 80#

33 ½” +/- .125

7 ⅜” +/- .125

4.4 lbs.

27”- 31” 
(in ½” increments)

325*

50#, 60#, 
65#, 70#, 80#

TM

VGRIP OPTIONS No Option Available No Option Available
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2-PIECE QUIVER
The ultralight 2-Piece Quiver offers rock-solid 
mounting and a low-profile design. Like the 1-Piece 
Quiver, it allows you to adjust for minimum accessory 
clearance and maximum bow balance. The lower 
gripper has more than 4 1/2" of vertical adjustment to 
accommodate all fletching lengths and styles. 

• 6061-T6 machined aluminum     
 construction
• Extremely lightweight, rigid and quiet
• Adjustable for low-profile attachment
• Gripper height adjustment of 4 1/2"
• Available in 4-arrow or 6-arrow    
 configurations
• Accepts both fixed and mechanical    
 broadheads
• Fits all popular hunting arrow diameters

1-PIECE QUIVER
The 1-Piece Quiver is available in both 4-arrow and 
6-arrow models. A cam locking lever mechanism not 
only locks the quiver securely in place but allows for 
easy, one-handed removal and attachment. Horizontal 
adjustment allows you to maneuver the quiver close 
to the bow to maximize bow balance. This quiver 
accommodates all arrow diameters as well as all 
broadhead styles, fixed or mechanical. 

• 6061-T6 machined aluminum     
 construction 
• Unique clamping design
• Available in 4-arrow or 6-arrow    
 configurations
• Accepts both fixed and mechanical    
 broadheads
• Extremely rigid and quiet
• Fits all popular hunting arrow diameters

Verde Vias Vias Verde 



®
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Stabilizers

Stabilizers Partnered with the best
ELITE Archery has partnered with Stokerized Aiming Solutions and Doinker® to create 
a high-end, technologically advanced stabilizer for your ELITE™ bow. Doinker® 
A-Bomb Dampeners with ITP Technology, coupled with the natural dampening 
properties of the solid acrylic rods used by Stokerized Aiming Solutions, eliminate 
unwanted bow torque, noise and vibration. 

• 6061-T6 aluminum and acrylic rod construction
• Doinker® A-Bomb and acrylic absorb and dampen vibration
• Laser-engraved ELITE™ logo
• Available in 7 1/4" (6.6 oz) and 11" (7.4 oz) lengths
• Available in Ninja, Realtree® Xtra®, Realtree® Max-1®, Realtree® AP®  
 Snow, KUIU® Verde and KUIU® Vias 

CUSTOM BOW SLINGS 
• Fully adjustable sling with semi-rigid rope system that does not flop or fold
• Angled mounting bracket puts sling at a perfect 40-degree angle
• Available in Ninja, Realtree® Xtra®, Realtree® Max-1®, Realtree® AP® 

Snow, KUIU® Verde and KUIU® Vias 

ultra rest hdX, Slings & Grips
ELITE Archery is proud to offer a top-of-the-line QAD Ultra rest HDX that is customized to fit all ELITE™ 
bows. It features preset elevation and centershot adjustments for ELITE™ models as well as Pro Kote™ 
performance coating – exclusively used by ELITE™ Archery.

• Custom mounting arm fits all ELITE™ bows
• Available in Pro Kote™ Patriot Brown (shown) or Sniper Gray
• Preset elevation and centershot adjustments for  all ELITE™ bow models
• Total arrow containment
• Super-fast drop-away speeds guarantee fletching clearance 
• Available in right and left hand

PREMIUM HARDWOOD GRIPS 
• Transitional grip with wider face for 

added surface area
• Fitted to accommodate any Elite bow 

dating back to 2006 (except Victory) with 
specific Spirit model available

• Available in low or medium wrist
• Gray or Brown laminate
• Available Right or Left hand

Vias 

Vias 

Verde 

Verde 
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See Our Entire Gear selection online at 
www.elitearchery.com/PRODUCTS/APPAREL
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#Imadetheswitch

Levi MORGAN Chance BEAUBOUEF Darrin CHRISTENBERRY

Kevin KOCH

Garrett AYERSMAN Adam HAYDEN

Jack WALLACE IILogan WILDE

Steve ALTIZER

Samantha MORGAN Glen BORDWELLMike POLLARD
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intothewildtv.com
INTO THE WILD

savageoutdoors.tv
SAVAGE OUTDOORS

wallhangertv.com
WALLHANGER TV

thevirtue.tv
THE VIRTUE

insideoutdoorstv.com
INSIDE OUTDOORS TV

canadianwhitetailtv.com
CANADIAN WHITETAIL

canadaintherough.com
CANADA IN THE ROUGH WHITETAILS INC

elitearchery.com/respect-the-game
RESPECT THE GAME

namethegametv.com
NAME THE GAME

adrenalineoutdoors.com
ADRENALINE JUNKIES

mcmillanoutfitting.com
MCMILLAN

wildlifepursuit.com
WILDLIFE PURSUIT

thelegendsofthefall.com
LEGENDS OF THE FALL
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Limited Transferable Warranty protects original owner and 
subsequent owners alike – 

w w w . e l i t e a r c h e r y . c o m

This product may be covered by one or more U.S. or foreign pending or issued patents. For details, go to 
http://www.elitearchery.com/patents. Doinker is a registered trademark of Leven Industries. Dyneema is a 
registered trademark of DSM. LimbSaver is a registered trademark of Sims Vibration Laboratory. Vectran is 
a registered trademark of Kuraray.

ELITE’s “Save Your Hunt” Guarantee assures you a replacement 
bow overnight –

Company

At ELITE Archery, we stand behind our bows! Risers, pockets, limbs and eccentrics are all 
covered against defects in materials and workmanship for the life of the bow. And, this 
warranty is fully transferable!  Please see website for the full explanation of our warranty.

If you ever have a problem with your ELITE bow during a destination hunt, for any reason, 
ELITE will send you a fully set up and tuned loaner bow of requested draw length and weight 
overnight so you can finish your hunt. All you have to do is sight it in! All this at no charge! 
Simply call us at 1 (877) 503-5483. For a full description of the ELITE Save Your Hunt 
Guarantee, please visit our website.


